MSI: simplifying your multisourced environment

Gain control over your growing IT supplier portfolio with Orange Multisourcing Service Integration and enjoy increased efficiency, agility and cost savings.

- 75% of enterprise frontline workers will be enabled with mobile devices by 2022 (Source: IDC)
- 50% of large companies have a service provider (vs. 12% in 2018) (Source: Gartner)
- 90% of IT leaders agreed to a statement that can accelerate mobility across multiple countries (Source: Omdia)

15 IT providers on average per company

45% of CIOs express that the complexity by managing multiple service providers is an operational concern (Source: Gartner)

75% of enterprise frontline workers will be enabled with mobile devices by 2022 (Source: IDC)

13% savings on average after sourcing a MSI on IT scope

$3m in company savings due to reduced human error with automation-enabled ITSM (Source: Forrester, Total Economic Impact of ServiceNow)

>50% of survey respondents experienced a Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) reduction of greater than 10% after sourcing mobility to service providers (Source: Gartner)

50% reduction in time to fulfill service requests (Source: Gartner)

50% of large companies have a service provider (vs. 12% in 2018) (Source: Gartner)

Why Orange

- The power of a global telecom operator and a large scale IT service provider and integrator
- Orange is the only telco providing a MSI solution (Source: ISG analysis)

Integrator and service provider: we know how to deal with complex telco projects and digital integration

To find out more about how Orange can help you improve your business, visit: